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  Poetry Is has developed a self-led
ekphrastic workshop for all festival
participants to enjoy.  Complete this

exercise while viewing student art in the
adjoining Huff Art Gallery at your own
pace. Bring your completed exercises

back to the Poetry Is table by 1:30 PM,
then enjoy how the poets and musicians

of the Poetry Is collective bring your
words to life in a collaborative, musical

experience between 2:00 and 3:00 PM in
the Huff Art Gallery. Feel free to join us

in the performance!

WHAT DO I
DO?

- a work, here a
poem, inspired
by or
interpreting or
translating a
work of visual
art into textual
art



”Poetry Is - A Sound Experience" is a local
performance collective uniting poets and

musicians to create unique poetry “reading”
experiences with improvisational music.

Sometimes entirely unrehearsed, these music
and poetry moments are unpredictable and
joyful community-building sound-bites that

transform the atmosphere of the poetry reading
into a dynamic space.

What do you see? Take a look around the gallery. Focus on one work or image.
What is it trying to tell you? Can you hear it talking? Write down what it says.
What do you think this visual art is representing? What is it not representing?
What could you imagine another person would think of this work? What work is it
doing?
An ekphrastic poem often interprets visual art into textual art re-representing the
original idea in a new form. Think of this as a translation, from art to you to art
again. Write a poem, then give it back to the Poetry Is member at the table.

PoetryIs.Org     @PoetryIsForAll
Join us at the Frazier Museum on November 21st for a night of

improvisational music with poetry! ”Kentucky Is: A Sound
Experience” tickets available at FrazierMuseum.Org 


